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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a prototype for an
AIDS Print Media Resource Directory which catalogues AIDS related print
media produced and distributed by the various social service agencies of
Monroe County, New York.
The prototype directory centralizes AIDS print media into a single re
source directory considering the following factors: user population, print
specifications, agency producer, year produced, availability and location of
producer. The project considers expansion of the directory to a state and na
tional level.
The directory, if published, would benefit the social service agencies of
Monroe County as well as individuals in need of AIDS print media for the
following reasons: 1) research efficiency and organization, 2) elimination of
duplicated print media information and 3) education regarding AIDS.
AIDS print media was collected from the social service agencies of Mon
roe County, New York. Various design styles, of the print media collected,
were selected such as posters, brochures, and newsletters. A code system was
developed to catalogue the print media pieces.
A page layout grid and typographic specifications were designed to de
velop an efficient and organized AIDS Print Media Resource Directory. Selected
AIDS print media pieces were used to develop the prototype directory using
the code system, page layout grid and type specifications. The directory pro
totype was distributed for evaluation.
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Introduction
Purpose of the Study
The primary goal of this project was to design an AIDS Print Media Resource
Directory for Monroe County, New York The prototype of AIDS Print Media
Resource Directory catalogues AIDS related print media produced and distrib
uted by fifty-five social service agencies in Monroe County. This directory
serves to centralize AIDS print media into a single resource directory which
promotes a system of efficiency and organization for researching the availa
bility, producers, style and user population of AIDS related print media.
In order to accomplish the goal of efficiency and organization, AIDS
Print Media Resource Directory was designed using a logical and systematic
approach of centralizing the distribution and organization of such printed
media. AIDS Print Media Resource Directory catalogs the AIDS print media
considering the following factors: user population of information, print size
and design specifications, year produced, agency producer, languages used
and availability.
AIDS Print Media Resource Directory was designed for the user to con
veniently access print media information relating to AIDS through a source
document. The scope of the project was Monroe County, New York. Howev
er, the protoype directory considers the expansion of the directory to a state
and national level.
Why an AIDS Print Media Resource Directory?
Research Efficiency. AIDS print media information is distributed by approxi
mately fifty-five social service agencies in Monroe County, New York. As a
result, locating information was time consuming because of the need to con
tact each social service agency.
Contacting each social service agency resulted in a manual listing of
AIDS print media, wasting valuable agency time as well as research time.
Duplication of Print Media. The printed media distributed by each of the fifty-
five agencies has been designed to target a specific user population such as
pregnant women, IV drug-users, teenagers, gay men, hispanics or blacks.
Initial research of social service agencies in Monroe County has shown a
duplication of AIDS print media by the agencies. As a result, a duplication of
efforts exists which translates into a waste of time and money.
Education. AIDS is an international health concern. There is no one segment
of society which can be safely excluded from contacting the virus. Education
regarding AIDS is needed throughout society to help prevent the spread of
the virus. AIDS Print Media Resource Directory serves as a valuable resource
tool to promote educational materials relating to AIDS.
Benefits of the Study
The benefits of the study, if the directory was published, would be realized
primarily by the social service agencies of Monroe County, New York. The
directory would catalogue AIDS print media in a useful format allowing for
information to be obtained in an organized and efficient manner.
The directory would also identify duplication of printed media publica
tions. Identification would lead towards the elimination of duplicate
publications by various agencies. The elimination would save time and
money for the agencies involved.
From an educational standpoint the directory would provide the general
public with an organized, easy-to-use vehicle for obtaining information on
AIDS.
Personally, the study allowed the opportunity to explore graphic design
considerations of typography, organization of information and grid design for
such a publication.
Reasons for Undertaking the Project
The support staffs which operate social service agencies are constantly over
whelmed by the amount of AIDS information received on a daily
basis.1
Financial resources which are used for these various social service agencies
concentrate on direct client service support such as counseling, HIV testing,
and
housing.2
As a result, financial support is not available to develop such a direc-
tory. According to Michael Beatty, Director of Educational Marketing at
AIDS Rochester Inc., such a directory would be extremely beneficial for all
agencies involved. Mr. Beatty strongly supports the development of an AIDS
Print Media Resource Directory as a valuable tool for research and education.
Support for the development of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory has
also been expressed by Jaclyn Jelly, Research Assistant at the National Aids
Information Clearinghouse (NAIC) in Washington, DC. NAIC is a govern
ment funded agency which abstracts print, film and video information
pertaining to AIDS. Through this service, searches on AIDS information may
be obtained. However, no directory is available which catalogues AIDS print
media.
Endnotes for Introduction
Linda Keiss ofNational AIDS Information Clearinghouse, telephone
interview by author, 20 September 1990, Rochester, New York.
2 Peter Genovese of AIDS Resource Library ofMonroe Community College,
interview by author, 24 September 1990, Rochester, New York.
Michael Beatty of AIDS Rochester, telephone interview by author,
20 September 1990, Rochester, New York.
4 Michael Beatty of AIDS Rochester, telephone interview by author,
28 September 1990, Rochester, New York.
Procedures
Methods of the Project
A prototype of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory was designed for Monroe
County, New York. The design also considers expansion of the directory to a
state and national level. AIDS Rochester, Inc. agreed to act as the social ser
vice agency which would consider implemention of AIDS Print Media
Resource Directory.
Step-by-Step Project Outline.
1) In Step 1, the social service agencies (Appendix A) of Monroe County,
New York which supplied services relating to AIDS were identified. In addi
tion, the user population of each agency was identified.
2) Requests of all print media pieces from each social service agency identi
fied in Step 1, were made via mail and telephone.
3) A sampling of print media pieces which were different in styles, such as
posters, pamplets, brochures, newsletters, direct mail, direct hand-to-hand
and which were also different in user populations, were selected. Also in this
step, publication styles were identified and defined.
4) Using the print media pieces selected in Step 3, the descriptives used in
the directory such as agency producer, user population, print size and speci
fications, type of paper, abstract of message, year produced and availability,
were identified and defined.
5) The code system which identified each style of print media and the geo
graphic location of origin was developed. This code or accession number
system considered the growth of the directory to a state and national level.
The code system considered the following: country, state or province, city
and agency.
6) Step 6 considered, identified and designed the graphic elements for the
directory such as page size, typography (including type specifications), page-
layout and use of color.
7) The paper stock specifications and desktop production techniques and re
quirements were considered for the prototype of the directory.
8) A master page layout grid was designed.
9) The focus of step 9 was designing the cover page, title page, table of con
tents and index considering the page layout grid in Step 8. Also,
consideration of various index classifications were reviewed.
10) The pieces of print media from Step 3, were keystroked to develop the
prototype of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory.
11) Using the desktop production techniques decided upon in Step 7, the
prototype of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory was printed.
12) The prototype of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory was distributed for
evaluation.
13) Evaluation interviews were conducted and results documented.
Evaluation
Upon completion of the prototype of AIDS Print Media Resource Directory,
sample copies were distributed to four AIDS related social service agencies
and four individuals for evaluation. The evaluation process was conducted
on a personal interview basis. Questions were developed prior to the inter
view process in order to provide a consistent evaluation process.
The results of the interviews formed the basis to analyze the success of
the project.
Results of the Study
Approach of Results
Upon completion of the prototype directory and its accompanying narrative,
an evaluation followed. This evaluation consisted of eight interviews. Four of
the interviews were with social service agencies and the other four were with
individuals.
The agencies chosen represented three major groups: state and city agen
cies, community based organizations and churchs. The individuals selected,
were choosen based upon either having experience with HIV /AIDS, or hav
ing no experience with HIV/AIDS. In order to receive objective results, the
individuals chosen were randomly selected.
After supplying these eight groups with an explanation of the project via
letter (Appendix B), an interview was arranged based on a series of ques
tions. A summary of those interviews, which serve as the evaluation to the
success of the project follows (the details of those interviews can be found in
Appendix C). Each question has been summarized by an agency response
and an individual response.
Summary of Interviews
Note. The following is simply a summary of responses as supplied by the in
terviews conducted as a means of evaluation. The general summations that
follow for the individual responses, are my interpretation of the interviews.
For the agency responses, I have supplied a brief summation of the interview
resposnses by each agency. For specific and detailed responses, please refer
to the documented interviews in Appendix C.
Question Ul. This directory is based on a universal publication coding sys
tem as described and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you
feel such a system would be effective in the organization and research of
AIDS Print Media?
Individuals. All responses agreed that the coding system would be effective
in the organization of information.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. The coding system would be an effec
tive tool in the organization of information.
New York City Department of Health. Academically interesting, functionally
it may be difficult.
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. It would be effective in the
ehirdnation of duplicate materials and provide an easy method for AIDS ser
vice workers to access information.
Unitarian Church. Eliminate the duplication of information and provide a
user friendly format for research.
Question #2. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educa
tional tool to a defined user group/population?
Individuals. The response to this question received a favorably reply. Con
cerns were expressed to the directory being effective as long as it was widely
available. One individual noted that the consolidation of information would
be helpful. Two individuals responded on what a positive instrument the di
rectory would be for health care professionals, students and social service
workers working with AIDS related clients as well as
non-AIDS related cli
ents.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. A good approach to organize informa
tion for educational purposes for either a group or entire population.
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New York City Department of Health. Perhaps this directory would not be
needed. The most effective approach is to target information via specific user
groups by using many agencies supplying information independently.
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. The directory would best ser
vice AIDS service workers in professional environments.
Unitarian Church. Provide a consolidated approach to researching informa
tion. The directory would benefit if it could target specific audiences.
Question #3. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory
to the community?
Individuals. The consensus of the responses agree that the directory would
be an asset to the community primarily as a user-friendly research and edu
cational tool.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. Centralizes the information.
New York City Department of Health. Such a coding system might jeopard
ize the existence of smaller agencies, however from a professional standpoint
the more information the better.
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. The most benefit would be to
AIDS service workers, in supplying a document which would consolidate in
formation into one user friendly document.
Unitarian Church. A centralized source of information, eliminating duplica
tion.
Question #4. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to
the community?
Individuals. Two individuals felt that if the directory wasn't widely available,
some user groups would not be able to access the information. Another indi
vidual felt that the size of the directory may be overwhelming, therefore it
may be more beneficial to publish it by country or continent. And finally,
one individual felt that the directory needed to be updated on a regular basis
to ensure current information on drug studies, etc.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. Need for wide-spread availability and
regular updates.
New York City Department of Health. Jeopardize smaller agencies and lack
of counseling supplied with people receiving information directly.
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Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. Difficult distribution and the
overwhelming size of the directory.
Unitarian Church. None.
Question #5. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
Individuals. All responses indicated yes. One individual responded that such
a consolidation of information would decrease the duplication of AIDS relat
ed print materials between agencies providing a greater concentration of
efforts at particular agencies and naturally provide a more effective use of
funding.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. Yes. Making AIDS related information
easily available to user groups.
New York City Department of Health. No. The larger markets such as New
York, LA and San Francisco already have very sound information networks
in place. Smaller markets could benefit.
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. Yes, as an easy research tool.
Unitarian Church. Yes. As an efficient and effective research tool, allowing
more time for AIDS service workers to concentrate on the human contact
side of working with clients.
Question #6. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
Individuals. Two responses agreed that the directory should be available in
an electronic format. Another response felt that the directory should be color
coded.
Agencies.
New York Cares Children Programs. Add an explanation of the coding sys
tem and keep worldwide information.
New York City Department of Health. Many political issues need to be con
sidered.
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives. A system to ensure that out
dated-information be ehminated, a user's guide and developing the directory
into an electronic format.
Unitarian Church. An electronic format.
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Results
The initial purpose of this project was to design a user-friendly directory to
access AIDS print media. Though this was the initial goal, as the project
evolved it was clear that in order to successfully design a prototype directo
ry, the key to the organization of literature would be the coding system.
It was very difficult to develop a coding system which would need to
interact on a national and international level. The most difficult dimension
was finding a structure of identifying common elements of agencies, cities
and countries that already existed.
Based on the individual and agency responses, I feel confident that the
system of coding designed, and the development of the prototype directory
have been successfully executed.
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Conclusions
Conclusions of the Results
As evident from the interviews conducted, that although all individuals and
agencies agreed it was a good idea, a fine line created a division for the fu
ture development of such a project. This fine line exists between large
agencies and small agencies. Agencies which receive large sums of funding
and agencies which do not.
One of the most shocking conclusions from this project was the aware
ness that the not-for-profit sector is no different than the profit sector in the
establishment of big business. The negative desire of the City of New York to
continue the directory is a result of a fear that their agency may be revealed
as duplicating already existing information. Though the agency had some
valid concerns for the development of the directory, many of their concerns
were a result of losing funding dollars to a more effective organizational ve
hicle in the distribution of AIDS related material.
It is apparent the most benefit would be realized by the smaller agencies
with less funding. These are the agencies which view the epidemic as a
worldwide concern and truly function from a humanitarian perspective.
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Assessment of the Study
The primary added value of this project was the development of a central
ized information center for the gathering of AIDS print related materials. The
study provided a method of cataloguing this information and providing it
into a user-friendly format.
This centralization of material would serve to eliminate the duplication
of materials. Additionally, the cost savings realized from this elimination
could be spent on other valuable programs.
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Recommendations
Future studies in this area should consider the expansion of the directory
into an electronic medium. The directory can be offered as an on-line service,
providing access nationally and internationally. This on-line system could
also provide an easy method of updating, managing and retrieving informa
tion. In addition to on-line electronic methods, the directory can be packaged
in a CD ROM format. In order to accommodate these mediums, the design
format of the directory would need to be re-evaluated.
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Appendix A
Aids Social Service Agencies in Monroe County, New York
Action for a Better Community/Jordan Health Center
82 Holland Street
Rochester, NY 14605
716.423.5862
AIDS Act-Up
c/o Martin Hiraga
713 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607
716.442.3519
AIDS Coordination Project
111 Westfall Road, Room 946
Rochester, NY 14620
716.274.6114
AIDS Rochester, Inc.
20 University Avenue
Rochester, NY 14605
716.232.3580
American Red Cross
50 Prince Street
Rochester, NY 14607
716.461.9800
Baden St. Settlement
152 Baden Street
Rochester, NY 14605
716.325.4910
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Gateway Center
150 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14647
716.238.4581
Cancer Action, Inc.
255 Alexander Street
Rochester, NY 14607
22
Catholic Family Center
50 Chestnut Plaza
Rochester, NY 14604
716.546.7220
Community Health Network
758 South Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.244.9000
Community Partners for Youth, Inc.
12 Mortimar Street
Rochester, NY 14604
716.454.2292
Convalescent Hospital for Children
2075 Scottsville Road
Rochester, NY 14623
716.436.4442
Critical Care Pharmacy
125 Latimore Road
Rochester, NY 14620
716.244.7590
Daybreak Alcoholism Treatment Facility
435 East Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14620
716.461.4114
DePaul Mental Health
855 West Main Street
Rochester, NY 14611
716.436.8020
Eastman Dental Center
625 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.275.5081
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Emcor Corporation
PO Box 24519
Rochester, NY 14624-0519
716.247.3701
Facilities for Group Homes of Rochester, Inc.
1039 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.461.0440
Family Services of Rochester, Inc.
30 N. Clinton Avenue
Rochester, NY 14604
716.232.1840
Finger Lakes Health Systems Agency
145 College Avenue
Rochester, NY 14507
716.461.3520
Gay Alliance of the Genesee Valley, Inc.
713 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607
716.244.8246
Gay and Lesbian Health Network of GAGV, Inc.
713 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607
716.244.8246
Gay and Lesbian Connection
716.275.8341
Genesee Mental Health Center
224 Alexander Street
Rochester, NY 14607
716.263.5320
Genesee Region Home Care Association /Hospice
311 Alexander Street
Rochester, NY 14604
716.325.1880
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Greater Rochester AIDS Interfaith Network
216 Thurston Road
Rochester, NY 14619
716.889.3369
Health Association of Rochester
1 Mount Hope Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.423.9490
Helping People with AIDS
PO Box 1543
Rochester, NY 14603
716.244.3381
Hemophilia Center
1425 Portland Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621
716.544.3630
Highland Hospital
Box 45, 1000 South Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.461.6770
Jordan Health Center/Action for a Better Community
28 Holland Street
Rochester, NY 14605
716.423.5862
Lifeline of Rochester and Monroe County, Inc.
1 Mount Hope Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
716.275.5151
Monroe Community College AIDS Resource Library
1000 East Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623
716.424.5200
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Monroe Community Hospital
435 East Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14620
716.274.7100
Monroe County Health Department
111 Westfall Road
Rochester, NY 14692
716.274.6950
Monroe County Mental Health Clinic for Socio-Legal Services
65 Broad Street. Room 100
Rochester, NY 14614
716.428.4530
Monroe County Sexually Transmitted Disease Clinic
111 Westfall Road
Rochester, NY 14692
716.274.6146
Monroe County Social Services Department
111 Westfall Road
Rochester, NY 14692
716.274.6309
Names Quilt-Rochester
c/o GAGV 713-C Monroe Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607
716.244.8640
NYS Department of Health - AIDS Education
42 South Washington Street
Rochester, NY 14608
716.423.8079
NYS Department of Health - HIV Counseling and Testing
42 South Washington Street
Rochester, NY 14608
716.423.8081
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NYS Department of Social Services
100 State Street
Rochester, NY 14614
716.800.234.5772
Park-Ridge Mental Health
1561 Long Pond Road
Rochester, NY 14626
716.723.7750
Planned Parenthood of Rochester
114 University Avenue
Rochester, NY 14605
716.546.2595
Puerto Rican Youth Development
997 North Clinton Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621
716.325.3570
RESTART Substance Abuse Services
55 Troup Street
Rochester, NY 14608
716.546.3046
Rochester Area Task Force on AIDS
111 Westfall Road, Caller 632, Room 946
Rochester, NY 14692
716.274.6114
Rochester General Hospital
1425 Portland Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621
716.338.4554
Rochester Mental Health
1425 Portland Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621
716.544.5220
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St. Mary's Hospital
89 Genesee Street
Rochester, NY 14611
716.464.3550
Strong Memorial Hospital
300 Crittenden Boulevard
Rochester, NY 14642
Infectious Disease Clinic, 716.275.0526
Department of Psychiarty, 716.275.0272
AIDS Training Project, 716.275.5693
Threshold Center for Alternative Youth Services
115 South Clinton Avenue
Rochester, NY 14604
716.454.7530
University of Rochester:
Special Care OB Clinic and the Women's and AIDS Project
601 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14642
716.275.2401
Urban League
177 North Clinton Avenue
Rochester, NY 14604
716.325.6530
Western Regional AIDS Training Center
591 Terrace Boulevard
Depew, NY 14043
716.684.0537
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Appendix B
Letter sent to Project Reviewers
Toseph Galli
140 WEST 23RD STREET, #2A NYC 10011 A 212.366.0691
Dear
I greatly appreciated the time you spentwith me lastweek on the telephone as well as
allotting time to review thismaterial. Aswe discussed, I am a graduate student at The
Rochester Institute ofTechnology studying GraphicArts Publishing and currentlywork
ing onmy final graduate project.
The purpose of this graduate project is to develop an AIDS PrintMedia Resource
Directory prototype whichwould catalogue AIDS related print media producedby vari
ous social service agencies. The scope of the project wasMonroe County, NewYork. The
project had fourmain goals:
1) to supply the communitywith an easy and convenient vehicle to obtain
information on AIDS,
2)mis vehicle or directorywould be an easily published documentmade
available through the work of one social service agency, but distributed by
many,
3) the directorywould be used as an educational tool allowing researchers to
access one published resource instead of accessing numerous social service
agencies, and
4) themost important, to develop aUniversalCoding Systemwhich would
identify print media pieces and the agencies responsible for their produc
tion. This Universal Coding Systemwould be adopted by all agencies pro
ducing AIDS printmedia.
As the project evolved, the emphasis was placed on the development and design of a
UniversalCoding System (UCS). This UCS was designed consisting of two codes: 1) a
Location Code and 2) an Agency-Publication (Agency-Pub) Code. These codeswould be
controlled and issued by one agency and would serve to universally code all AIDS Print
Related Material in the same style and method. They have been designed to be used
nationally and internationally. On the following pages are design descriptions and specifi
cations of the UCSs Location and Agency-Pub Codes.
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LOCATION CODE. The location code has been designed to ascertain the country, state or
province and city of the agency producer for a specific print media piece. The location
code consists of eight characters. The first four characters are alphabetic and the last four
characters are numeric. The following is an example of a location code: USNY4170.
The first two characters of the code identify the country of the agency producer. The
abbreviation used is the standard country code system developed by theUnited States
Department ofHealth and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Management and Budget. These codes are published in a book called Geographical
Location Codes every ten years and are simply referred to as FIPS (Federal Information
Processing Standards). FIPS has been developed to identify every country in theworld
using alphabetic characters.
The third and fourth alphabetic characters represent the state, province or territory of the
agency producer.These characters are the standard two-letter abbreviations adaptedby
theUnited States Postal Service. In countries which do not use a state, province or territo
ry abbreviation, two asterisks (US**4170) replace the third and fourth letters of the loca
tion code.
The remaining four numerals of the code represent the city of the agency producer.
Again, this numeral code has been developed by theUnited StatesDepartment ofHealth
and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary forManagement and Budget and
is published in Geographical Location Codes. This book contains a four-digit numeric code
for every city in theUnited States and the world.
AGENCY-PUB CODE. The agency-pub code has been designed to identify the specific
agency producer and a specific publication producedwithin the agency. The code con
sists of thirteen characters. The first seven characters identify the agency and the last six
characters identify the publication. The following is an example of a publication code:
NCBLG-00-000001.
The first seven characters identifying (represented in bold type above) the agency is an
alpha-numeric code. The first five characters are the acronym of the agency in capital let
ters. In the example above, NCBLG represents the acronym ofNational Coalition ofBlack
Lesbians and Gays. The two numerals after the acronym are used in the event of an iden
tical acronym. These two numerals allow for a distinction of 100 agencies, 00-99, if an
identical acronym exists.
For example, if an agencies name was National Committee onBlack Lesbians, Gays and
OtherMinorities, the acronym would be NCBLG. Since this acronym is identical to the
National Coalition ofBlack Lesbians and Gays, the two numerals will be used to make
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the distinction between the two agencies. Placed in alphabetic order the agency codes
would read as follows:
NCBLG-00 National Coalition ofBlack Lesbians and Gays
NCBLG-01 National Committee onBlack Lesbians, Gays and Other Minorities
NYSDH-00 NewYork State Department ofHealth-AIDS Education
NYSDH-01 New York State Department ofHealth-HIV Counseling and Testing
If an agencies acronym is less than five characters, the remaining characterswill be
replaced with an asterisk The following are examples.
HH*"-00 Highland Hospital
SMH**-00 StrongMemorialHospital
GMHCMX) GeneseeMental Health Center
GMHC*-01 GayMen's Health Crisis
The last six numerals of the agency-pub code represent a specific publication produced
by the agency. This numeric code is represented below in bold type and can range from
000000 to 999999.
GMHCM)1-000001
Designing a six digit numeric code allows the agency to devise their ownmethod of cata
loguing printmedia.
As I indicated to you during our phone conversation, I am asking for feedback regarding
this coding system. I have attached a few pages of the directory and highlighted the cod
ing system as it is applied to the prototype directory.
Iwill call you in a few days to arrange a convenient time to discuss by telephone your
thoughts and ideas, and to clarify any questions on this concept. I promise this conversa
tionwillbe brief.
Once again, I appreciate your interest and look forward to talkingwith you.
Respectfully,
Joseph Galli
Attachments
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SAMPLE DIRECTORY PAGES
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Appendix C
Interviews with Project Reviewers
Notes on Interviews: The interviews that follow are documented notes taken
from conversations with each source. The notes have been edited from the
conversations. Permission has been given by each source in the format which
is detailed on the pages which follow.
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Interview between author (JG) and Marcy Bader (MB).
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
MB. Anytime information on a particular subject is accessible, through one
databank, it is highly effective.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a de
fined user group/population?
MB. Absolutely, as long as its availability is widely known.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
MB. Information to the community in an organized, one-stop-shopping
format.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
MB. If the directory would not be widely available. Also, due to the massive
amount of information, it would advisable to publish the directories by
country i.e., one for the USA, one for South America, etc.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
MB. Yes, it would provide the assurance that information offered is current
and can be relied upon.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
MB. The coding system is excellent and easily interpreted. I believe your
digit system ensures non-obsolesence. It covers the bases extremely well.
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Interview between author (JG) and John Berthot (JB).
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
JB. Yes, I have not seen a comprehensive booklet listing all of the different
articles/pamphlets/books on all the issues suurounding HIV/AIDS.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a
defined user group/population?
JB. Sure, I would think it would be useful to health professionals who deal
with AIDS patients and also therapists and other counselors who wish to
offer reading materials to patients but do not know which aspect would be
most useful to their patient /client. It would also be useful for teachers who
perhaps want to address a specific issue surrounding AIDS prevention/
treatment.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
JB. It could enable those interested in information a means to access this in
formation in a convenient and easily accessible way. The sub-sections also
provide a means to quickly reference the topic most relevent to their con
cerns. I think it would be very useful for groups like GMHC to recommend
articles or information of special interest to those who have an expressed
concern.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
JB. The only way something of this nature could have a negative impact is if
it was not updated on a regular basis. Since so much information changes
and new treatments are researched if this information was not available the
old information could be invalidated by recent studies. In other words per
haps a new combination of treatment drugs was found to be considerably
more effective than say AZT alone, it would be critical to include this materi
al in the treatment section.
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JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
JB. Sure-it seems to be a very concise way to provide access to a great deal
of information.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
JB. Perhaps it would be beneficial to state that the opinions or reccomenda-
tions in the articles are of a varied nature and that it is important to access
more than one article in forming an opinion. I think the tabs would be more
effective on the opposite side of the spiral binding instead of on top which
seems awkward. Also, color coding on the topics and indexes would be use
ful to 'liven-up' the text and break-up the information, making it more user
friendly.
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Interview between author (JG) and Justin Schiess (JS).
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
JS. Yes, the coding system appears to be an effective tool to organize and
subsequently publish such a directory. It appears to accommodate expansion
and be well executed.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a de
fined user group/population?
JS. Currently, I am not aware of any such system. This would be great, a
consolidation of information.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
JS. For those individuals and agencies which supply such information, it ap
pears to be a logical device to collect, organize and finally distribute
information in a user friendly format. The style of the directory is very user
friendly, inviting and logical.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
JS. None. We need to develop more tools that are macro based and not so
micro based, hence this system thinks and delivers a product in that dimen
sion.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
JS. Yes. This type of directory would decrease the duplication of materials
among agencies and provide a cost savings so that agencies could better con
centrate on specific information areas, therby providing a better service to the
community-at-large.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
JS. Use this as an on-line database system hooked into user groups.
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Interview between author (JG) and Ruth Toda (RT).
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
RT. Yes. The system based on numeric codes would work extremely well. It
would also be able to expand worldwide with little trouble.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a de
fined user group/population?
RT. This specific directory would be useful to individuals seeking services or
information for their own use. It would also be helpful to support groups or
agencies directing people to the proper areas for services, a kind of cross-
reference between agencies. It could also be adapted for use by agencies in
other health-related or social service fields.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
RT. A directory like this would be a tremendous research and educational
tool for use by individuals as well as schools and their organizations.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
RT. Distribution on a large enough scale that everyone who needed the infor
mation would be able to access it.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
RT. Yes. Information presented in a user friendly, consolidated format.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
RT. Developing this information in an electronic format to user groups in
stead of a print format.
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Interview between author (JG) and Tara Watford (TW), Site Captain of
New York Cares Children Programs.
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
TW. I feel that the coding system would be a highly effective system to help
organize the material available regarding AIDS. In order for the system to
work properly, I think that agencies should have the permission to label or
code their literature immediately as it is published. Therefore the coding will
be useable in not only one directory, but as a broad organizational tool for
all past and current AIDS literature.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a
defined user group/population?
TW. I feel that the directory would be a good educational reference for either
a defined group or entire population because of its bringing information re
garding AIDS into one organized place. I feel in order to get a more
'educational' lean in the directory, it may be a good idea to add a forward
explaining why the directory was thought of and the importance and power
of organizing the literature on AIDS; how often the directory is updated, and
a step-by-step explanation of the code system.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
TW. Actually, I feel that the directory has two great values to the communi
ty: 1) Most obvious, the directory breaks down the search for information on
AIDS. Instead of having to locate AIDS material in general reference points,
which may be hard to find or inaccessible at all locations, the directory sup
plies all information in one central directory making the process of research
easier. 2) The directory, because it contains listings of material available, can
also serve as an overall educational tool, because a person who is looking for
one topic will find a variety of listings /viewpoints that are available to him/
her which will broaden the knowledge more than just looking under a cer
tain general sub-topic in a library at one particular agency.
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JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
TW. The directory would serve the community the least if it is not regularly
updated and if it is only provided at agencies that work with AIDS. I feel
that in order to have full potential it should be accessible at libraries, schools,
book stores and government agencies.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
TW. I would like to see the directory in publication because I feel that the
public needs an easy/organized manner to learn and find-out information re
garding AIDS. Because of the epidemic of AIDS and yet the vast ignorance
and little publicized documents or current studies of AIDS, it is important
that there is a publication that offers people a chance and the ease to look
and find material to help them teach themselves and others, and be up-to-
date on any news regarding sub-topics relating to AIDS.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
TW. To improve the directory, I would definitely add an explanation of the
coding system although it is actually very easy to understand, at first it
looks long and confusing. Also, I feel that it would be important that the di
rectory be kept worldwide, including listings of agencies and publications of
other countries.
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Interview between author (JG) and Steve Mathews (SM), External Affairs
Director of AIDS Education and Program Services, Division of New York
City Department of Health.
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
SM. Academically speaking, this is an interesting, useful and effective idea.
However, functionally it may not be as easy to place into operation.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a de
fined user group/population?
SM. Yes, however the development of the directory would be a probelm. I
am not convinced that such a tool would be needed. Our best approach in
fighting this epidemic has been to target specific locations and audiences
with marketing programs. Many of these defined areas are so specific that
the information supplied to them is all they would need. Also, within a spe
cific audience or population an undefined or black market network develops
as a source of information to users.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
SM. Professionally speaking, the more information the better. However, with
many agencies trying to be market specific, such a directory and coding sys
tem may jeopardize the smaller agency's operation and existence.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
SM. Again the best positioning for AIDS related programs are target markets.
Community based organizations would be jeopardized by such a macro ap
proach to the dissemination of information. This agency itself would be
reviewed to the effectiveness of serving the City of New York, if a central
ized group provided similiar programs. You have to realize that already
there exists an effective state health system providing information, additional
ly, the good stuff is readily known among defined audiences, this directory
would provide information overload.
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Another concern would be one of counseling. With such a directory you are-
placing much more power on the individual to find and locate information.
This information may be confusing and emotionally upsetting. You need the
human element of counseling to help an individual through some of this in
formation.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
SM. No not really. The only immediate benefit I could see from this directory
would be the less funded agency, or agencies in less than metropolitan loca
tions. The cities of LA, New York and San Francisco have strongly funded
programs with good information networks in place. Though these networks
are not necessarily published, they are in fact very user effective. The smaller
guys with less resources both financially and physically could definitely bene
fit. It would also become a battle of where the money to supply such a
project would be generated from. It would jeopardize existing and estab
lished grants. I feel the money could be used more effectively in other
program areas.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
SM. There is no doubt the idea has merit. It also has many political issues re
garding logistics, funding and application. Why not let the libraries take care
of the cataloguing.
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Interview between author (JG) and Thomas Yanni (TY), Staff Counselor for
Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives (PCHA).
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
TY. Yes, considering the vast number of pieces produced by different agen
cies. In addition, overlap between agencies producing similar pieces could be
ehminated and allow agencies to focus on their particular areas of expertise.
Currently, AIDS service workers are using a variety of piecemeal directories
to obtain information which is often out-of-date. Workers often must scram
ble to track down information which should be easily available.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a
defined user group/population?
TY. I see this directory as being effective for a narrowly defined user group:
AIDS service workers in need of distribution materials. It could be used ef
fectively by others in settings such as schools, hospitals, clinics, churches.
However, it seems that such
'outside'
users would need a certain amount of
guidance in terms of accessing the right information and obtaining it.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
TW. Any directory which would facilitate access to information is useful to
the community at large. I feel that this particular directory benefits mostly
AIDS workers who suffer a high level of burn-out and frustration with case
loads, mis-information and job insecurity. I am uncertain whether or not the
directory would be intended for the general population use i.e., whether an
individual could enter an AIDS agency, look-up information on his/her own
and then obtain printed material on his/her own.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
JB. Some users could be overwhelmed by the sheer volume of information
available. Again, I feel the best benefit would be for AIDS service workers in
the community and not individuals. Additionally, the distribution would per
haps be difficult given the stressed nature of AIDS agencies.
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JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
TY. Yes, I would like to see a directory of all printed materials as an easily
accessible tool for researching information.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
TY. Some sort of mechanism to delete out-of-date materials. A thorough and
complete user's guide for non-agency users. If the directory contained world
wide publications, it would become extremely large. An electronic service
network by which new information could be transmitted directly to users via
computer.
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Interview between author (JG) and Nancy Kovar (NK), Program Coordina
tor of Community Services, Unitarian Church of New Jersey.
JG. This directory is based on a universal publication coding system as described
and illustrated in my letter sent a few weeks ago. Do you feel such a system would
be effective in the organization and research of AIDS Print Media?
NK. Working in the community and supplying a multitude of services, AIDS
related being one of them, I can safely say, there exists an overload of infor
mation. The information that does exists is extremely duplicated and difficult
to find in an organized fashion. A code system, such as the one proposed,
would in my best judgement serve to organize AIDS materials making it user
friendly for social service agency workers to access and more importantly
distribute to the people who need it most.
JG. Would this directory serve as an effective and useful educational tool to a de
fined user group/population?
NK. Their are sub-cultures in our society who need specific attention, espe
cially regarding AIDS. The hispanic community has denied homosexuality for
years creating men who are bi-sexual, thereby infecting their female spouses
at an alarming rate. If such a directory could contain user specific informa
tion it would be extremely helpful. Also, it would allow social service
workers one consolidated instrument to find informtion, instead of constantly
searching for information.
JG. What do you feel would be the greatest value of this directory to the
community?
NK. A centralized source of information-universally coded to provide consis
tency without duplication. User friendly.
JG. What do you feel would be the least value of this directory to the community?
NK. I honestly could not supply you with a negative impact to the
community.
JG. Would you like to see such a directory in publication? Why?
NK. Working with HIV/AIDS infected individuals has been a challenge.
What has always been the greatest challenge is supply and demand. There
simply isn't enough human resources to go around for all individuals who
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require care. If as a society we are not going to supply more human resourc
es, then we need tools which would allow more effective and efficient
research. This directory and coding system would supply such an efficient
tool thereby allowing more time and energy for social service workers to
work with people.
JG. Do you have any thoughts on improving this directory?
NK. Perhaps an electronic version would be more effective and more easily
distributed than a paper version.
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